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Platform Issue Paper

Platform Issue Papers are 
intended to share informa-
tion and knowledge to ad-
vance the role and potential 
for ARD for sustainable and 
more equitable develop-
ment.

They are to inform and aid 
current debates and they 
should not be seen as a 
formal position of any of its 
members.

Addressing the technicalities: What ARD stake-
holders need to do to deliver on a Copenhagen 
agreed outcome
Key points
➡ The opportunity and need to include agriculture in climate change agreements are 

great: when the stakes are  high enough, as they are, there should be the will to find a 
way. Such stimulus should be sufficient to resolve old problems and make a break-
through.

➡ The principal goal for the Copenhagen conference and its outcome should be to treat 
emissions from agriculture and agricultural land with equal importance as those 
from (de)forested land, both in terms of sources and sinks of GHGs . This implies the 
introduction of agriculture in the mechanisms and actions under the Convention (e.g. 
REDD plus) and under the Kyoto Protocol (e.g. CDM).

➡ The issue of agriculture came to the centre of the climate talks rather  recently and 
consequently most of the technical issues still need to be  resolved. It will not be pos-
sible to achieve this  before the Copenhagen conference at the end of the year. The 
second goal for the Copenhagen conference is therefore to get  a mandate for a 
working/expert group that will allow effective solutions to be developed over the next 
three  years.

➡  Entry points in the short run include those activities with pay-offs in mitigation and 
adaptation, and in some cases in agricultural productivity as well. Simple actions that  
are feasible at present or in the near future should initially be preferred and progress 
to more complex actions as capacity is built.

➡ There are several gaps in understanding that need to be bridged to reach effective 
implementation of mitigation actions in agriculture under the UNFCCC. While the 
gaps in physical science and social science are well known, those of administration, 
governance and national capacity in developing countries are  daunting.

➡ Learning from pilots and previous experience is key. Getting farmers to participate 
fully in programme designs may be a way to find more effective and innovative solu-
tions to the human side of the challenge.

What gaps in understanding and practice face 
the implementation of a future climate change 
deal for ARD?
Seven sets of challenges stand in the way of finding effective ways to mitigate agricultural emis-
sions and help farmers adapt to climate change: scientific knowledge; social science understand-
ing; administration of programmes; programme governance; national capacity in developing coun-
tries; adequate funding; and long-term commitments. 

Scientific knowledge Just as for current climates the science of future climate change is not 
meant to be downscaled to the level of the individual farmer. However further details on future 
climates at higher spatial and temporal resolutions would be greatly beneficial for agriculture.  
Similarly the current global inventory of carbon in the soil contains gaps and there is not a single 
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1) For example, consider incentives 
for farmers. Payments equivalent 
to US$100 a hectare a year are 
probably the minimum level at 
which farmers will take pro-
grammes seriously. If just one in 
ten hectares of arable and per-
manent crop land qualified  for  
such payments, there might be 
as much 100M hectares eligible, 
implying a budget of  US$10 
billion a year to fund such pro-
grammes.

global standardised tool to measure this carbon. This issue is of relevance due to the need to cre-
ate a baseline for carbon in the soil. Furthermore carbon in agricultural  soils depends also on the 
management techniques. The links and interactions with  other carbon sinks such as forests and 
natural systems need to be further clarified.

Social science around land use decisions and responses brings further uncertainties. In broad 
terms it is reasonably well established why farmers and other land users behave as they do. Yet 
the specific application of these insights in any given context is less certain, so that it is not 
straightforward to devise policies and programmes that would lead to changes in land manage-
ment to reduce emissions and help farmers adapt to future change.

Administration. Schemes that would need to work with hundreds of thousands of small farmers 
located across the landscape are likely to be costly. Costs rise even more if schemes have to be 
adapted to local circumstances.

Effective and fair governance would see all stakeholders participate in deciding what needs to 
be done, at what cost, reward, or compensation to different parties. Given the diversity of stake-
holders and the many linkages across sectors, areas, and social groups this sets some stiff chal-
lenges. Amongst the issues raised are those of decentralising decisions as far as possible, follow-
ing principles of subsidiarity; of co-ordinating decision-making across different sectors and geo-
graphical units; of developing institutions that allocate property rights, including land tenure, fairly 
and securely; and of avoiding free-riding and fraud. While there are broad guidelines on what 
needs to be done, developing the political and institutional frameworks is so much a matter of 
national and local context that effective solutions will need to be developed for each case.

Avoiding large-scale fraud in schemes that involve compensating farmers for certain management 
practices or for forgoing land use options, such as cutting forest, is a particularly acute problem. 
The experience of a comparable case, that of agricultural insurance, shows that the temptation for 
collusion between farmers and field workers to defraud insurance schemes has proved too great 
in many cases and in diverse contexts. The agenda of monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) 
is partly a technical one of generating appropriate information; but the governance dimension of 
this is equally demanding.

National capacity in developing countries to plan and implement programmes for climate 
change is low. Scarce talent in public administrations has other strategies to attend to, such as 
national development plans and related PRSPs, and compacts with development partners. Draw-
ing up national action plans for mitigation and adaptation — NAMAs and NAPAs — that are coher-
ent with other strategies, as well as being politically and administratively feasible, is a major un-
dertaking. Capacity is even more limited when it comes to implementing policies and pro-
grammes, where it is likely that many field workers will need to be engaged on mitigation and ad-
aptation programmes. The existing agricultural extension staff, where these have not been deci-
mated by budget cuts and policy to privatise, might form this cadre; but they would need much 
additional training on the issues, as well schooling on how to work in a more facilitative mode.

Action is in hand to build this capacity, largely through training: but it will take several years for 
that capacity to become experienced and effective. Above all, capacity needs to become embedded 
in public administration and amongst political leaders, so that the sustained efforts that will be 
necessary can go beyond the initial steps of well-written plans and a few showpiece projects.

Financing. There needs to be an awareness and acceptance that sufficient funds will be available 
for mitigation and adaptation programmes. At field level, it is unlikely that farmers will compro-
mise on their shorter-term objectives in managing their land and foregoing opportunities to con-
vert forests, peat and wetlands to farmland unless they are rewarded for doing so. The needs 
could be substantial.1
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Long-term commitments. Investments in land often require many years to pay off. Where the 
investments are justified by incomes such a carbon payments, schemes will need to be guaran-
teed for the relevant period — and that may be ten, twenty, or even more years.

Recent history of environmental programmes is not encouraging. For at least a quarter of century, 
the need to limit the conversion of tropical forest to other uses, and above all to farmland, has 
been recognised. Various schemes have been devised, some relying on administrative regulations 
and decrees, others on incentives, to arrest the conversion of forest. By and large the results have 
been disappointing. Climate change programmes will have to do better.

What, then, are the opportunities and entry 
points?
The opportunity and need are clear: the level of emissions of greenhouse gases from agriculture, 
forestry and other related land uses (AFOLU) is estimated at around one third of the total. If these 
emissions can be reduced, they will make a substantial contribution to mitigating climate change. 
As a form of mitigation, reducing agricultural emissions and storing carbon in soils and biomass is 
cheaper per unit of GHG than most actions in other sectors. Moreover, many of the actions for 
mitigation should help future adaptation as well, and in general make agriculture more sustain-
able over the long run. Some should also make agriculture more productive and help raise the 
incomes of small farmers, most of whom are poor, or nearly so.

Although little progress has been made in stemming deforestation, when the stakes are high 
enough — and they could hardly be higher than climate change — the stimulus to resolve old prob-
lems could be sufficient to make the breakthrough. Unlike many environmental concerns, climate 
change unites the rich consumers of the North with poor producers in the South. In common 
cause, there has to be the will, and hence a way.

More specifically and in the short run, entry points need to be identified: measures that are feasi-
ble within the circumstances of adversity outlined in the previous section. Two principles might be 
followed:

➡ Look to do things that have a double or triple pay-off — actions that mitigate emis-
sions, help future adaptation, and otherwise raise agricultural productivity. Examples 
include moving from annual to perennial crops, investing in irrigation that allows 
more biomass on fields, or simply economising on use of mineral fertiliser through 
micro-dosing; and,

➡ Begin with simple activities and programmes that are feasible within the limits of 
current understanding, technology, and administrative feasibility before moving to 
address more complex matters.2

The challenge to physical scientists is clear: to produce ever more accurate and detailed models of 
the functioning of the biosphere; and to generate technical advances that will make it easier to 
monitor the state of soil carbon and other ecosystem variables. But there is an equal challenge to 
social scientists — often quicker to point out difficulties than to suggest solutions — to come up 
with effective models that address problems of administration, governance and capacity and en-
sure that benefits are shared equitably, including with poorer groups.

Given the limitations of social science theory, much will have to be learned from existing and fu-
ture pilot programmes. Donors are often willing to fund pilots and new initiatives, but surprisingly 
reluctant to invest in evaluations that draw out lessons. It is a working hypothesis that some, per-
haps many of the answers are there to be seen, if only current and past initiatives were properly 
evaluated.

2) Beginning with simple and mar-
ginal changes before attempting 
more profound alterations invites 
criticism that this ignores underly-
ing structures that ultimately need 
to change. Whether, however, more 
profound issue can be addressed 
in the short term is questionable.
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Matters of governance may be daunting, but it may be that the best people to suggest solutions are 
those who have most to gain in the long run from them: the farmers and land managers, rather 
than technical specialists. Getting them to participate significantly in the design of pilots may pro-
duce a wider, more imaginative, and effective set of means for the human side — ‘software’ — of 
monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) than the deliberations of experts. This would com-
plement the efforts of technical specialists to provide technology — ‘hardware’ — that facilitates 
MRV.  Good progress has been made on this front with the widely-reported community-based ad-
aptation initiatives that have been flourishing in locally across the world (Ensor and Berger 2009).

Much of what has been published on schemes for mitigation and adaptation in ARD focuses pri-
marily on the science and technology of what needs to be done. That work needs to be comple-
mented by an equal effort on the social science. A priority here would be synthesising the insights 
that arise from pilot programmes and from previous and comparable experiences to promote land 
use management and to avoid land use changes. 

What needs to be done on technicalities in 
preparation for Copenhagen?
Most of these technical issues cannot be resolved in the short time before the end of this year. 
They require systematic effort over years. A key aim at Copenhagen, then, is for the meeting to 
provide a mandate for a working group on ARD and climate change that will allow solutions to be 
developed over a period of at least five years.
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